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A. ONQA or ONE-EA shall perfonr an independent 

verification that corrective actions woere implemented 

or adequately dispositloned for: 

1. CAQ0s determlned to be significant.  

2. CAQRs whlch tfhey initiated.  

3. Hprdware CAQRs.  

8. The copleted corrective action or fMl disposition of 

CAQRs 'or ASHE Section III and Section XI Code-'olated 

CAOQs hall be ade available for verification of 

cobletion by the Representatives of the Authorizea 

Inspection Agency (Authorized Nuclear Inspector or 

Authorliz! Nuclear Inservlce Inspector).  

2.16.2 Verification activities shall be documented and 

Ic:rrnrated Into or referenced y docuint number in the 

CAQR packae. This documntation shall contain information 

as to what was verified and the results.  

2.17 Approval To Extend Ou Daptes for Iglentatlon of Ccrrectv e Action 

2.17.1 When extensions to due dates are needed for 
implementation 

of corrective and pievintlve actions, the organization 

responsible for the action shall provide a justification in 

tim to obtain approval before the due date. The 

justification shall address any interim actions which have 

been taken to <ns,-@ that the CAQR did not affect 
l a nit 

.f-ty. The extenslnr request shall reference the CAQR 

nam6er.  

2.17.2 The Responsible Organization shall.  

A. Obtain oefore the due date the approval of the 

extension request from the site or division director or 

staff chief for impacts to major milestones such ds 

fuel loading. system transfers, and NRC comitments.  

Approvals for extensions where major site milestones 

are not impacted may be approved by a lower level 

manager as designated by the site or division 
director 

or staff chief.  

8. Route the extension request through the CAO coordinator.  

2.17.3 4 copy of the approved or disapproved extension request 

shall be sent by the Responsible Orc;anizatilon to the CAQ 

coordinator to update the due date In TROI., and the 

original approved or disapproved ex'ensio n request shall be 

added to the CAQO package as supporting documentation.  
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2.1f 1egortine To Nanagemnt 

2.18.1 Nanagfnt. including the Chairman of NSRS. shall 1e kept 
informed on a monthly oasis by corrective action status 

reports.  

2.11.2 Each site quality manager shall prepare a corrective 
action 

report for nis or her site. ONE-EA shall prepare 
a report 

for rmn-ille based organizations, and Q(B shall prepare 

reports ror other managers. Including the Chairman 
of NSRS.  

and a sumiary report for the Manager of 0".'s 
office.  

2. 9 Revising or Changing CAQ3P 

2.19.1 Whenever Informatlon on a CAQA is changed. the change shall 

be made by one of the following methods: 

A. Mark a single line througt. the incorrect information.  

add the correct Information. and initial and date 
the 

correction. The change shall be legible.  

8. Initiate a new CAQA shee# and indicate the changes with 

the use of a vertical line. preferably In the margin 

adjacent to the change.  

2.19.2 All changes to a CAQR require rt-&aproval (except a change 

in the supervisor designation within the Responsible 

Organization or very minor changes such as coar ction of 

typographical or spelling errors) by Individuals 
holding 

the positions that made previous approvals of the 
changed 

information or subsequent approvals. Approvals of the 

changes shall be made by printing or typing name and 

Initialln and dating beside the previous approval.  

Prev'WAs approval shall not b% marked out. If the 

individual approving the change is the one who ýrevlously 

approved the chan-e. initialing and dating next 
to tne 

previously printed or typed name is sufficient. If the 

Individual approving the changes Is not the one who 

apprved previously, his or her name shall also te printed 

or typed. Changes shall be made on the original CAQR.  

2.19.3 The revision level of a CAQR shall be advanced for any of 

the following situations, and only trose situat~ons: 

A. Any change to Part A after the n.aageient review dat;1 

B. Any change to Parts B. C. 0. and E after all required 

approvals have been obtained on the part t.,at was 

changed. Changes in scheduled completion dates do not 

require the CAQO to be revised; however. changes, are 

required to be proces;dd as extension request<.  
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C. Rewriting the CA(R because it has become Illegible.  

2.19.4 The original CAqE. 1h1 its enti; !ty. s&ll be provided to 

the CAQ coordinator for revislo.' prov -d the original CAQR 

has not been sent to RIMS. If t..: -1qinal Cl A R has been 

sent to RIMS. a copy serving as the original or a now CAQR 

(containing the Identical Information) shall be sent to the 

CAQ coordinator.  

2.19.5 The CAQ cc linator shall mark the new revision number on 

each sheet ot the revised CNOR. All shoots of thet CAQR 

shall have the sawe revision number. Revision bars in the 

right margin shall also be marked with the revision nuroor 

associated with thv change.  

2.19.6 The CAQ coordinator shall submit the revised CAQR to RIMS 

with a new RIMS accession number.  

2.19.7 The Responsible Organization shall further distribute the 

revised CAQR to all organizations affected by the revised 

information.  

S4.8 When appropriate, based on the extent of the change, the 

CAQ coordinator may designate new due dates, 
not to exceed 

the original timeframes. for affected actions as a result 

of a revision to the CAQ".  

2.20 Trending of CAQ~s 

Trend analysis information on CAQRs all be reviewed on an ongoing 

basis by DNQA and ONE EA. The Responsible Organization shall 

Investigate any apparent adverse trends to the extent necessary to 

conf'rm or deny the existence of the adverse trend. Con'*rmed 

adverse trends shall be documented on a CACR by the Responsible 

Organization. CAOP trend analysis reports. which shall be issued 

on a monthly basis. shall reflect the q-jality levels for key 

activities being trended. The CAQR trend analysis reports shall be 

tailored to the level of management to whom they are issued .And 

shall include an evaluation of the data.  

2.20.1 Each site quality manager shall prepare a C.AQR trend 

analysis repo"t for his or her site. DNE-EA shall prepare a 

C00A trend analysis report for CAQRs for which they are the 

CAQ coordinator, and ONQA shall peepare CAQR trend analysis 

reports for other managers Including a summary report for 

the Manager i ONP's office.  

2.20.2 Site QA. DNF-EA. and DNQA shall monitor timeliness 

performance to identify adverse trends associated with 

timeliness violations (not limited Lo CAORS requiring 

escalations) and shall Initiate CAQ~s as needed

OSS9eICJX4
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2.20.3 Each organization preparing a CAQR trend analysis report 
shall notify the manager of their area of responsibilIty 

of 

any apparent adverse trends affecting the manayer.  

2.21 Transfer of Responsibilitv For CAMRs 

2.21.1 Interorgizziational 

The tr "errlng of responsibility for CAQRs and related 

actions between crganizations served by different CAO 

coordinators shall be accomplished as follows* 

A. A Responslble Organization may transfer responsibility 
ror a CAQA with the concurrence of the receiving 

organizatlon and the CAQ coordinator. Transfet of 

responsilblity and concurrence of the receiving 

organization shall be documented on the CAQR and a copy 

of the CAQR sent to the CAQ coordinator for urdating 

TROI. This change requlres approval on the ZAQR or a 

CAQR revision. The transferring organization shall 

indicate in the transmittal memorandum the 
extenit to 

which It wishes to be Involved In approval of the 

corrective action if different from approvals 
specified 

in subsection 2.15. If a CAQR number has been 

previously Issued. the CAQA shall be ddministratlvely 

closed y the CAQ coordinator when a new CAOR number 
is 

assigned by the CAQ coordlnatcr of the Pes.onsible 

Organization. Required due dates and tmeframes may 

rhange based jpon the transfer.  

B. * initiator's CAQ coordinator shall forwird the CAOR 

.he CAQ coordinator of the Responsible Organization 

and obtain receipt acknowledgment.  

C. Normally. necessary inputs t, a CACA such as hego in 

determining proposed corrective action and coordinatCion 

of actions should be obtained by the Responsible 

Organization without transfer of responsibility unleYr 

the CAOR is found to be mi*assigned or sufficient 

expertise or authority to achieve corrective 
actions ie 

lacking. The inputs can be obtainred In any manner 

chosen by the Responsible Organization but it is 

preferred that the information be obtained 
irnirmally 

such as by oral cowu.,ication to mini.ize e tine 

required to obtain inputs.  

2.21 2 Interor--'lzational 

The Responsible Organization may transfer res ,slbility 

for a CAQ with the concurrence of the receiving 
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organization and the CAO coordinator. Transfer of 
responsibility and concurrence shall be documented on the 

CAQQ by tbe managr of the receiving organization with a 

copy of the CAQR hand-carried to the CAO coordinator for 
updating T10I.  

3.0 RESPONI1BILITIES 

3.1 The InlMator is responslble for documenting a CAG on a CAQR-PRD 

for. or on on* o. n@ aproprlate administrative control program 

documents.  

3.2 The umanagement reviewer for the organization Initiating the 

CAQR-PRD form 's responslble for: 

3.2.1 Reviewing the CAQR-PRO form for legibility, clarity, 

completenlss. validity, potential impact on operability.  

determining the Responsibler Organization. determining if 

abnormal events repzrting is required in accordance wl th 

Appendix G. and whether the CAQR documents a hardware CAO 

or is an example of a previously documented CAO.  

3.2.2 Ensuring that the CAOR is hand carried to the CAO 

coordinator after management review.  

3.2 The Responsible Organization Is responsible for: 

3.3.1 Developing and gaining approval of the corrective action.  

3.3.2 Performing the root cause analysis.  

3.3.3 Ensuring that the CAOR Is technically correct.  

3.3.4 Distributing the CAQU to affected organizations.  

3.3.5 Ensuring that TROI is updated is necessary.  

3.3.6 Hand-carrying the CAQR wherever possible to minlmlzr 

handling tine.  

3.3.7 Ensuring consideration and documentatlon of generic 

implications wilthin their site or division.  

3.3.8 Ensuring, as applicable, completion of corrective action.  

3.3.9 Keeping the CAO coordinator informed of status.  

3.3 13 Ensuring that the corrertlve action Is completed, and 

submi*tlng the CAQR to the verifying organization.  

3.3.11 Verifying the completion of CAQgs.
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3.3.12 eteru.ning potential reportabilty. I 

3.4.1 Assigning the CMAQ nye«r and revision level.  

(The CAQ coordinator is the 

*Iracking OrganizatlodfDef the TROI User's Guide.) 

Upda...lg TROl as necessay. to ensure that -he database is 

accurate and current.  

3.4.3 Hand-carryinC the CAOR wherevr possible to minimize 
handling time.  

3.4.4 Initiatinq escalations for Levels 1. 2. and 3.  

3.4.5 Distributing the CAQR.  

3.4.6 Closing the CAQR based on completion of required actions.  

3.4.7 Entering CAQR trend codes Into TROI.  

3.4.8 Reviewing the closed CAQR package for completeness and 

submitting It to RIMS as a QA record.  

3.5 DNQA Is responsible for: 

3.5.1 Providing a CAQ coordinator from the site QA organization 

to service all site organizations.  

3.5.2 Providing a CAQ coordinator from the Quality Systems nranch 

(05QB) In Chattanooga to service all organizations orfsite 
other than those In the Knoxvllle area.  

3.5.3 Approving proposed corrective action ana verifying 

completion of corrective action as required by subsections 
2.15 and 2.!6. For CAQRs which affect an operating unit.  

the QA approval Is accomplished ty a member of QA wno i

also a member of POIC.  

3.5.4 Tagging items identified on CAQRs In accordance dith NQAM, 
Part I. Section 2.15; and removing those tags after 

verification of corrective action implementation.  

3.5.5 Determining the trend code6 Including the apparent c se 

code.  

3.5.6 Prepar -g corrective action status reports.  
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3.6 PO1S Is responsible for tr folloirng actions: 

3.6.1 ODetermining Ietier the CAQI affects unit operabilIty for 
an unit with an OL.  

3.6.2 For CAQIs affecting unit operablil.ty. esurilng eipditious 
developmnt and imiemeatation of cr-recttive action.  

3.7 ONE is responslbli for applrov: repalr and -accept-as-lt 
dispositlons Inv. . tn a deviation fron .nqin"ring specifed 
requt I remeWnts.  

3.8 ONE-EA is responsible for: 

3.8.1 Providing a CAQ coordinator in Knoxville to servlce all 
organization; In the Knoxville area.  

3.8.2 Reviewing CAoQs for whlch ONE is the RsponsliblI 

Organization for eneric Imllcatiors. distributing CANRs 
to potentlally affected crganization- for review. and 

coordinating and tracking the reviews of ttese CAQ(s by 
potentially affected organizations.  

3.8.3 Approving proposed corrective action and verifyngq 
copletion of corrective action as required by subsectfcns 

2.15 and 2.16.  

3.8.4 Determining the trend codes Including the apparent cause 

code.  

3.8.5 Preparing corrective action status reports.  

3.9 ONLRA (Chattanooga - Nuclear Experience Review Group) I" 

responsible for reviewing WCARs, sther than ttnso reviewed y ONE.  

for generic Implications. distributing CMQs to xctential'/ 

affected organizations for review,. and coordinating and tricking 

the reviewrs of these CAQRs by potentlally iffecte? srgan' *atlon-.  

3.10 TVA managers are responsible for ensuring that CAQs are rroptlrj 

docuunted. repor t ed, evaluated, corrected. tr'. *Kd. and trendal.  

3.11 ONP perscnnel are responsible for; 

3.11.1 Identifying and reporting CAQs.  

3.11.2 Hand-carrying the CAO wierever possilble ranlnimIze 
handling time.  

3.11.3 Ensuring that CAQO entries. Including ndmer. are legile 
and meet the requirements of the procedure for control of 
QA records.  
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3.12 Each site and dvislton d'rector is responsible for apoolnting 
approprlately qualified maaageent personnel to perform the 
function of the minaa ent reviewer described In this procedure.  

4.0 

4.1 Prior to closure, the CAQR shall be sultted to PIMS; however. It 

shall not be staqed as a 0% record.  

4.Z The closed L assablted into a pacukage. Including supportlng 

documltation (I.e.. documtatilcn Including. but not limited to.  
previous revisions (If any:. Escalation Notices. Extension Request 

approvals or dlsapprjvals. and CAQR Continuation Sheets). Is a OA 

record. The closed CIK shall have all pages numtered sequentially 

(I.e.. page I of _). shali be staed (only first sheet) as a "'QA 

Record. and stored as such In RIMS.  

4.3 Working files such as the CMJR file maintained and controlled by 

the CA0 coordinators are classified as non-OA records.  

4.4 The colete CAQMR generic review packagv Is a QA record. The 

closed CPA generic review package shall have all pages numbered 

sequentially (I.e.. page 1 of _). and shall be stamped (only first 

sheet) as a *OA Record'. and stored as such in RIMS.
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APPEOIIX A 

REFERENCES 

1.0 REQUIRE4ENTS OJCUENTS 

Following are the docuents containing requirements which are 

Incorporated or Iplemeonted.  

1.1 Regulations 

10 CFR 50. Appenoix B. Criterion XV. "Nonconforil ng Materials 

Parts, and Components." ard Critericn XVI. -Corrective Action." 

10 CFR 50.55(e), "Conditioas of Construction Permits' 

10 CFR 21. "Reporting of Defects and oncamliace." 

10 CFR 50.59. "Changes. Tests, and Experiments." 

10 CFR 50.72. 'Imdiate Reporting RequirementS for Operating 
Nucliar Power Reactors.* 

10 CFR 50.73. 'License Event Report System.  

10 CFR 73.55. "Reporting of Security Incidents.  

1.2 National Codes and Standards 

ANSI NS18.7-1976/ANS 3.2. 'Administrative Controls and Quality 

Assurance for the Operational Phase of Nuclear Power Plants.  

(Sections 5.2.11 and 5.2.14) as endorsed by Regulatory Guide 1.33.  
Revision 2, February 1978.  

ANSI N45.2-1971. 'Quality Assurance Program Requirements for 

Nuclear Power Plants., (Sections 16 and 17) as endorsed by 
Regulatory Guide 1.28. Revision 0. June 7. 1972.  

American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Boiler and Pressure 

Vessel Code. Section III. Division 1. oNuclea; Power Plant 

Composnnts.' Subsection NCA. Article NCA-4000, 'Quality 
Assurance." (Implemented through the Quality Assurance Manual for 

ASHE Section III Nuclear Power Plant Components (N1C.) 

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Boiler and Pressure 

Vessel Code. Section XI. Rules for Inservice Inspection of Nuclear 

Power Plant Compononts.  
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APPENDIX A (Continued) 

1.3 TVA Licensing Subm:ttal Documents 

TVA Toptcl Rport (TVA-TR75-1A). Sections 17.1.15 and 17.2.15.  

-Omonfoorin^ Noterlsi. Parts. orCouetse Section 17.1.16, 

Correctlve Action: and Section 17.2.16., Advers Conditions and 

Corrective A on.  

1.4 Technical Specifications 

2.0 INTERFACE OCJMENTS 

2.1 ". Part I. Sectton 2.15. 'Nonconforming Materials. Parts, or 

Components" 

2.2 MOAN. Part I, Section 2.16.1, "Stop Work' 

2.3 NN., Part I. Section 2.16.2. Root Cause Practlice'" 

2.4 NqAW. Part I. Section 2.17, "QA Records' 

2.5 MOAN. Part II. Section 2.1, 'Plant Malntenance' 

2.6 MQA. Part II, Section 4.5. "Plant Surveillalnc Test Proqram 

2.7 NOAN. Part I. Section 4.9. 'Handling of CSSC Te:t Deficiencies' 

2.8 MOAN. Part II. Section 5.1. 'In-Servitc InSpection - Nuclear Power 

Plant Components' 

2.9 NOAN. Part II. Section 5.3, "Malntenance and Modification 

Inspection Program" 

2.10 MOAN. Part III, Section 1.1. 'Oocumwint Control* 

2.11 NQAM. Part III. Section 5.1, "Audits" 

2.12 MOAN, Part III. Section 7.2. "Corrective Action' 

2.13 Program Manual Procedur.5 0604.04. Evaluation of Changes. Tests.  

and perimelnts'
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APPENDIX 8 

DEFINITIONS 

Accept-As-Is 

A hardware disposition which my be Imposed for A CAQ when it can be 
established that the disrrqpancy will result in no adverse conditions and 
that the Item under consouaration wll continu to not &ll engineering 
functional requirements Including perforamn:e. &ntainability. fit. and 

safety even though the Item does not conform to the original requiremen't 

Adverse Trend 

An undesirable change In a quality Indicator statistic of such magnitude 

as to require increased managewnt attention.  

Apparent Adverse Trend 

A possible adverse trend which has not yet been verified.  

Apparent Cause 

tho broad problem area In which an Inidefnt occurred (1-.. personnel.  

procedures, training, design).  

CAQ coordinator 

An individual designated by ONQA (for each site and Chattanooga) or DNE-EA 

(Knoiville) to number, track, and handle CAQRs.  

Condition Adverse to Quality 

Adverse conditions Include nonconforming material. parts, or components; 

fail'ures; malfunctions; deficiencies; deviatiors; hardware problems 

involving noncompliance with licensing comitments. specificatlons. or 

drawing requirements; abnormal occurrences; and nonhardware problems such 

as failure to comply with the operating license, technical specifications.  
licetraing comitments. procedures. Instructions, or regulations.  

Condition; AMverse to Quality Report 

A document which describes a CAQ that mets the criteria In subsection 2.1.  

Corrective Action 

The action taken to correct a CAQ. As used in this procedure, corrective 

action Includes interim measures and corrective and preventive actions 

I-4- -- 05S9e/COC4
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Generic 

A CAQ is generic wMn the sa or Slmilar condition exists In other TVA 
organizations. items. or facilities.  

Any level of unit assembly. Including ;tructure. System. subsystem.  

subassembly. component. part. or material.  

Management Reviewer 

An Individual or group designated to review CAQ~s for legibility. clarity.  

completeness. validity. whether It Is an example of a previously 

ilentified CAQR. potential Impact on operability. determifnation of 
Responsible Organization. and whether the CAQR documents 

a hardware CAQ.  

Operable - Operability 

A system. subsystem. train, component. or device shall be operable or have 

operability when It is capable of performing its specified function.  

Implicit In this definition shall be the assumption that all necessary 

attendant instrumentation. controls. normal and emergency electrical power 

sources, cooling or seal water, lubrication or other auxiliary equipment 

that are required for the system. subsystem, train. component, or device 

to perform Its function are alsc capable of performing their related 

support function (see Appendix F).  

Origination Date 

The date that the CAQ coordinator signs the CAQO.  

Plant/SAR Discrepancy 

A discrepancy between the as-built facility or its procedures and the 

applicable description In the SAR such that ( l) the description in the ,AR 

and the as-built facility or its procedures differ to the degree that the 

SAR statement Is Invalid. and (2) the difference was not Introduced 

through a design change or procedure chainj control process that Included 

a valid screening review or safety evaluation.  

Potential CAQR 

A condition which has not been determined to be a valid CAQR.  

Preventive Action 

Actions designed to prevent the CAQ from recurring.  
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Problem Reporting Document 

A documnt which describes a CAQ that des not t the criteria of 
subsection 2.1 or does not fic on one of the other rporting documents I 
the administrative control p;ogram which can be used for controlling CAQs.  

QA Programmatic Oeficiency 

1. A CAQ that las occurred with a frequency as to IndIcat. that past 

recurrence action has been lacking or Ineffective (this does not apply 

to deficiencies which are handled through normal. planned rework 
cycles (e.g.. weld repair] when the frequenc) of failure is not deemed 

to be excessive). or 

2. A CAQ which Indicates gross or widespread noncompliance with 

procedural requireimints which could negate the effectiveness5 of QA 

controls Imposed by the OPP QA program. A CAQ falls In this category 

when It Involves: 

A. A widespread failure to address the requirements of procedures and 

Instructions; 

B. A widespread failure to train and Instruct personnel In QA program 

requirements Including safety-related work activities; or 

C. A widespread or deliberate failure to manage or supervise 

personnel In carrying 04t their assigned duties and 

responsibilities as related to the QA program.  

Repair 

The process of restoring a nonconforming characteristic 
of an item to a 

condition such that the capability of an Item to function reliably and 

safely is unimpaired. even though the Item still does not conform to the 

original requirement.  

Responsible Organization 

The organizational unit with the lead responsibility for resolving the CAQ 

including evaluating the CAQR. developing the corrective action plan, 

Implementing the corrective action plan. and providing periodic 

performance monitoring of the corrective actions. (Note that ONE should 

not be the Responsible Organization simply bscause the exPected 

disposition is wrepairo or "accept-as-ism and requires ONE approval.) 
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A process by AwhIch a noncmfora9g Item Is made to conform to prior 

specifed requlremets by coIettion, remachlfling. reasse liog. or other 

acceptable corrective m-ls.  

Root Cause 

The underlylng reason for the existence of a CAQ. The most basic reason 

for a CAQ whlch If corrected will prevent recurrence.  

SAR 

The latest version of the Final Safety Analysis Report for a TVA nuclear 

plant, plus any additional submittals made by TVA wftlch form the basis for 

the Facility Operating License and any amendments thereto (including 
Techntical Specification amendmets).  

Scrap -

A disposition to discard the Item and 
approval.

SIgnqfIcant CAQR -

A CAQA whtch documents a CAQ whlch 
Programatic Deficiency.  

Trend 

A trend is a sustained Movefnt of 
used to measure quality.

does not require engineering

Is potentially reportable or a QP 

an Indicator In one direction over time

TVA 7M (OP S345)
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Part I 
ME ACT RECRo ACTc 2. * 161 Rev 4 ' 

APIRWIX 0 

(CMck of Shet I of CAM) 

1. General Instuctions - I 

A. CAO and P n mftrs and revision levels are assigned and coapleted 

only by tew C' =oordinator. A PRO nuber will have a "Po estgnatlon 
In the last positlon of the nufr (e.g. - CS88OZ0121P).  

B. *CAOR or PO Initiated By. 'aM9nageent Reviewyr. 'Corrective Action 

Coplete. *Verlfled Comlote. *Closure.' and al approvali shall be 

noted by typed or printed nam followed by stgnature or initials.  

C. Unused approval blanks shall be marked FA by the CA coordinator at 

closure.  

0. When ore than one organization is re7uired to sign the CAC or PRO.  

the addt'lra. ;sgnatures and dates shall be recorded either in the 

etra approval blanks on the CAQ1-PRO fore or on a continuation seet 

attached to the CAQ.  

2. Specific Instructions for *huured Blanks 

SPart A 

Initiator 

IA Identify whether the unit is 1. 2. 3. comon. or all.  

2A Use syste designation (reference TROI User's Guide).  

3A Identify the name of the unique identifier of the -omponent 

A To be completed where hardware or contractor services are 

involved. Especially Important for trending vendor performnace 

where the vendor is at fault.  

5A Identify the requireent violated. Record the words fromn the 

procedure. instruction, regulation, etc.  

.A Identify the source of the requlremnt violated. Record the 

documnt and section where the requireent is located.  

7A Identify If tie CAOl or PRO is initiated as a result of a 

walkdown, employee concern. ONE-EA or ONQA audit. NMRG finding.  

ASME survey. ISEG Report. OIG Report, corporate assesswments.  

generic review. docuent review, IxNP finding. If the CAQR is 

initiated as a result of a document review, reference the name 

and/or numer of the docuajnt (e.g.. generic CAVA). The 

reference umay also include a work control identification number.  
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T4w ONECTIVE ACTIM 
M  i -' 

AmftI 0 (CosrtlMu>) 

(Back of SIet 1 of CA) 

$A Information shall be describod i sufficient detail to determine 

the precise scope of iact om tVe plant. If'or0ti0. if i,? 
sach as Items affected. failure mWes. and hnR1 CoasMl@Q Ces.  

"all be pr--'ded. IeClude. as appropriate. drawling wfters.  

specification. report Mir5mt . procedure fers. or any other 

dociift providing Inforntlor. pertineiat to the CDC. The 

degcriptioi of the CAQ my include the location. type of 

condition. quantity of Item. and any special identification 

numers iucb as heat, lot. wra. m1del. serial drawing, or 

system. Attach applicable figures. tables. or other supporting 

inforUtcil.  

Managem t Reviewer 

9A Indicate ii operability is poteatially affected. 
Identify the 

affected plants with an (1-. Inforiletiof COPY of the CAQI .av be 

sent to plants with a C.  

lOA Indicate If the CAQ Is an bnoral event tidntified In 

Appendix C. If y'eys process In accordance with Appendix CG 

IIA If the CAR documents a hardware proble mark the *Yrs' blockt.  

If the CAOQ has the potential to affect hardwre., mark the 

possilblew block; otherwisie, l. trk the no* block 

lZA Oesignate the Responsible Organization by organization (e.g..  

SQl) and Group <e.g., HG) using the TOI User's Guide.  

13A Attests that the responsilbilitiesl of subsectlon 3.2 have been et.  

* Part 8 

SQMl's OrganIzation 

1B Where the hardware is affected. Indtcate if tagging is required.  

Responsible Organization 

25 Identify whether CAQ is potentially reportable In accordance 

with Appendlix . If potentially reortable, Identify criterion 

from Appendix H on which evaluation rwas based and attich the 

Potential Reportability Evaluation sheet (last shoot to 

Appendix 1) to the CAOQ.  

38 If repetitive occurrencts of the CW occur or are likely to occur 

during the tli the correctlve action is being developed and 

approvd. Indicate the interrim actlons taken.  

--- 0559e/COC4
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APPENIX 0 (CotiflnUd) 

(Back of S et I of CAOP 

4@ If tte item requires sa oaccept-as-5 or repair- disposition 

frm a desigp neng eerisng spectfiied fqulIwnt. DNE may complete 

Part E. r9it:erl P Evalution nt d ArOal shet, of the CAQR In 

accordanCe with the instructions contained in ONE procedures.  

58 Indicate if a review for generic !npllcatlOI) is required. If 

response is *yes." a root caus analys Is i required. Indicate 

to v". the CAQR Is seat to perform the generic review (I.e..  

O5E-EA (Knoxvillel or ONIRA (Chattanooga], see subseCtiOn 2.9.4 C 

for additional requirements).  

68 *YT« response is required for all significant and nonsignificant 

CAMs determined to be potentially generic and affect 

oerability. If oyts*. initiate Part 0. *Cause Analysis and 

Corrctive Action Continuation sheet. Spectfy the apparent 

cause of the CAM If a root cause analysis Is not performed. (7he 

Sorganlization shall assign an Apparent Cause Trend Code.; 

75 For units w;th an OL. Indicate If a safety evaluat!'n I

required. A saftty evaluation Is required If the CA)R Identlf'es 

a OlantI9R Discrepancy (see definition I- Appendix B).  

88 Indicate if the CAQ identifies an ASIE Section III or Section 11 

Code Item or activity. If *ys. AIA exception and verification 

of the corrective action is required for closure 

91 If the CAMk Is conflrmed to affect hardware, mark the "yes' 

block. Otherwise, mark the *no* block.  

108 As appropriate, include a full discussion of the design -nange: 

made. revision made to existing specificart'ons tranirqr (tne 

target audience shall be delineated In the respc,,.~e). issuance ;f 

new spwcifications. and other similar information. Alo address 

preventive actions.  

Responsible Organization 

IC Indicate that the corrective and preventive action Is compoetc.  

ZC *;n-house* verification by a knowledgeable iVIiv~duIa not 

responsible for imolementing the corrective 4ctlon. (Reference 

subsection 2.10.4,A 
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APKWIX 0 (Continuld) 

(Sacd of a t I of CwO 

y !'dptndeft Veriflcattio 

OMA or S(C-EA nhall prform an Independfnt Vsrtficat't 
(referefnce si'-Ctlon Z.16.1.A) 

4C OQA (SQN) 

If block 18 ldlcates that noncofotflng tag have been placed.  

Indicate t.hat tth tags have been rwotd.
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No. Rev 4

Tink cOIrEIM ACTIO

APPENIX E 

-O(LIKS FO POTENTIAL OP(RAILITN OCTMIINfATIOrS 

Operable - Operability Is defined In Appdli IS.  

Generally. to determin. potentfial effect on operability is to ascertain if the 

conditiOn described s.. che CAQ affects the operability of a system or 

component required by the technical specificationis such that it cannot porfr-s 

its function. note that this guideline requires that the deviation cr 

deficiency Is within the licresing basis of ttie plant and does not diffe 

appicable regulattrry requirements comtted to by TVA for the particular 

nuclear site in question. Implicit in this determination Is a specific 

knowledge of the particular site's system and equipment. the determination 

should be based on first-hand experience. discussiols with an experienced 

source familiar with the potentially affected site, or site specific design 

documnts.  

Oesign-related deficiencies are to be Investigated through calculations.  

evaluatimns. cmunIicatiOn with vendors. or other means to determine whetter 

the deficiency renders the affected equipment inoperabie.  

Confirmed dgradatiOn damge. failure. malfunction. or loss of plant 

equipment performing functions important to safety are conditions which may 

potentially affect unit operability.  

Failure to follow or create standards to comly with 10 CFR 50. Appendix B. or 

TVA criteria is not in itself a condition potentially affecting unit 

operability.  

Any CAOR citing a Plant/SAR Discrepancy (see Appendix 8. DeflnIt1hns) 
sha! t 

reviewed for effect on operability.

A deficient design does not affect plant operability 

been implemented In tie plant.

AEFA i,-rrA-

until that deslqn nas
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TtIr OCCTOIVE ACTION

APPENDOIX F 

GENEfRIC APPLICABIUTY 

The following CAOPS geerally do not warrant further consideratlon for 

mitt-plant generic mlplcations: 

* CAOs Initiated as - result of previosi generic reviews.  

W CAQs that list additionli exaples oc previous CAMRs already 

reviewed for generic applicability.  

* CAQIs for which the normal corrective action process will resolve 

generic Impllcations for otler sites or locations.  

* CAQRs documnting a procedural deficiency that IS known to be unique 

to a particular site.  

* CAQs documnting systeis. hardware. or designs that are known to be 

unique at a particular site.  

SCAQWs documenting damage from accidents for which the cause is known 

to have no significant potential of occurrence at other sites.  

M CAs that describe isolated cases determilned not to be batch.  

process, or design-related.  

MOTES: 1 CAQM s related to performance of operating activities or 

operating procedures are not applicable to units ,tll under 

the ccnstruction permit. but may be sent to construction 

sites cnder th* winforation oIlyo categorY of 
the eiperience 

review prograA. Obviously. this type of CAOR may be 

appllcable at other operating units, however.  

2. The above nonapplicability criteria are not all-lnclusive.  

All determinations concluding that a generlr review Is not 

applicable are required to be justified and documented as 

described In this procedure.  

3. Generic reviews of a CAQW are not required of the site 

originating the CAOR under this section of the procedure.  

Generic applicability for other units of the originating 
site 

is considered during developwnt of the corrective actlon.  
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IYPI IOXIECTIVE CTIcA

AMFOiIX G 

A8MAVL EVENTS 

The following events rtepire Imdate notification to the Shift Supervisor of 
the affected plant wI rsh'l tI-dlatuly notify the Plant Mn nager nd/or Sl t e 

DOlrector. ie Aanager. 11P, and the MAnger. DIMU. shall be 1IIdately 

notlfld of the event -, the Plant anger or Site Dtirector. Should the event 

occur outside of morul orting hours. notification shall be made ro latcr 

than 8 A.m.. the following day.  

1. Any event (with the exception of the ENS phone Inoperable) reportabie 
under the requiremlnts of 10 CFR 50.72 or 1) CFR Part 20.  

2. Emergency transprt of ,' Individual offsite for medical treatment; 

3. Any radloactive spill In excess of 100 gallons; 

4. Any Inadvertent or unplanned airoorne radtoactive release; 

5. Onplanned lors of ge*neatlng capabilities (turbine trip); 

5. Any event reportable under the requireents of 10 CFR 73.71 for which a 

telephone notification to the NRC 1i required; 

7. Any event which rqulres offsiltt response (I.e.. fre).

-61-
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Te COWCTIVs ACTION Sec. 2.16 R 4v. 4 

APPUOIX N 

OJDANCE FOR THE O(TEMINATION OF POTENTIAL REPORTA B ILI TY 

Responsil Organization has the responsibility to perform the preliminary 

evaluation to determine the potential repOrttbilitY wnder the terms of 
10 CFR Parts 20. 21. 50. 71. and 73. This preliminary evaluation Is not a 

technical engineering evaluation. bit should be based on specific knowledge of 

the potentially affected site. The intent is to assure that Potentially 

reportable occurrences are bi .ught to the atteftion of responsible 

organizations and management In a timely manner.  

The Information given ttlow is intended to provide guidance In the performance 

of this prellmirary evaluation. References are provided to assist the 

Responsible Organization In making determifnations in difficult case.  

1. Part 20. Notification of Incidents 

I the answer to *a* is YES or the answer to *b and any part of "c" is 

YES the CAW Iis to be evaluated POTENTIALLY REPTABLE.  
YES.  

Reference: Part 20.101 
Part 20.311 
Part 20.44
Part 20.405 

a. Has notification of receipt for radioactive waste disposal not been 

received within 20 day- after transfer? 

b. Did the incident involve by-product source or - nuclear 

material ind 

c. Did the Incident cause or threaten to cause: 

¶ Exposure of an Individual in an unr ,tricted area or In a 

restrictel area without a current NRC-4 
form on f!le, in 

excess of: 

18 years or Less than 

Older 18 years old 

- whole body 1.25 rem/quarter 0.125 rem/quarter 

- skin of the whiole body 7.5 rem/quarter 0.15 rem/quarter 

- feet, ankles, hands 
or forearms 18.75 re.iquarter 1 815 rem/quarter 
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APPENOIX W (Continued) 

'I. Exposure of an Individual with a current NPC-4 for,, In a 

restricted area. in excess of: 

- whole body 3 re/qurter or 
5 (M-8) rem lifetime where N is 

the Indivtdual's age in years.  

ilI. Exposure to an Individual in excess of: 

- whoie body 5 rem 
- skin of the whole body 30 rem 

- feet, ankles, hands or 
forearms 75 rem 

iv. Riease of radioactive material greater than o10X the limits 

given In 10 CFR 20. Appendix B. Table II.  

v. Exposure of an individlial to radioactive material in exces; 

of the applicable ilnmits of 10 CFR 20.103 (a)(l).  

20 103(a)(2). or 20 104(b).  

vi. Radiation levels In an unrestricted area which. if an 

individual were contlruously present Ir the area. could 

result in their receiving a dose In excess of 20 millirems in 

any one hour or I rem in any seven consecutive days.  

vtl. Levels of radiation or releases of radioactive material 
in 

excess of limits specified by 40 CFR 190.  

- The annual dose eqjivalent of any inmber of the puollc frorn 

exposures to planned discharges or radloactiv materiala 

does not exceed 25 millremas to the whole body.  

75 illlirems to the thyroid, or 25 mllirems to any other 

organ.  

- The total quantity of radioactive mat.ialIs entering the 

general environawnt from the entire uranium fuel cycle Cer 

gigawatt-year of electrical energy procedured by the fuel 

cycle, does not exceed 0.5 millllcuries cJmabined cf 

plutoniuo-239 and other alpha-emitting transuranif 

radionuclides lwith half-lives greater than one yeir 

SO,000 curies of krypton-85; or 5 millicurle. of iodine-129 

per gigawatt-year.  

vill. Loss of operation of a facility for more than 1 day 

14. Oaaage in excess of S2.000.  

TVA I4SC (OW Jl)
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Title CORRECTIV ACTION - --- 

AMPOIX H (Ca'tiftuyd) 

2. Pirt 21 eporting of Defects and MoNcolIlancts 

Reforeace: Part 21 
Defect as defined in 10 CFM 21.3 

Quality Classifatiofc List (QL) 
Regulatory Guide 1.29. Seismic Design Classificaticn 

For a CAQ to be potentially reportable under the terms of Part 21. it 

Must 8ithtr be: 

- a defect in a *asic Cmonent- w could create a substantial safety 

hazard (radiological safety). or 

- a noncompliance In design. Inspectioni. testing, o! consulting services 

associated with a Basic Component and relating 
to substantial safety 

hazards.  

A Basic Coponent may be a component. structure. system. or a part 

thereof. See 10 CVR 21.3(1) for definition.  

If the answer to any one quesitoni listed under 0a" and an- .ne question 

under ab Is YES, the CAQA is to be evaluated POTENTIALL'. ntPORTABLE.  

a. Determination of "Basic Component 

I Does the Purchase Order specify 10 CFR 21 applicability' 

it Is the item a part of a system in the QCL? 

Ill. Is the item part of a structure system or component 

classified Seismic Category I (Regulation 
Guide 1.29)' 

b. Determination of Responsibility to Report 

I. Has tte Basic Component been delivered and accepted' 

ii. Ls the Basic Component installed or Ir. use? 

lI. Is the Basic Cmonent part of a facility c.fered for 

acceptance? 

iv. If comercial grade. has a dedicated safety-related 
end use 

been 'rtcIfted? 

v. If a security defect or noncompilance. Is It con*&Tibutary to 

a significant safety hazard? (e.g.. Could a saboteur have 

gained access to any Basic Component') 
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APPENDIX N (Continued) 

vi. If & noncompliance design. Inspection. testing or consulting 

services could the noNc9 ct affecMt the functio of I 

rellabllit? of the assrociated blasic ccmpoM nt.  

3. Part 50.55(a) Cond! ins of Construction Perlts 

If the anser to a. b. c. or d is -ys.- the CAQR Is to be evaluated 

Potentially Reportable.  

Reference: Part 50.55'") 

a. Is there a significant breakdown in 
any portion of the QA program 

conducted in accordance with AppenJix B to IOCFR50? 

b. Is there a significant deficiency in final design as approved and 

released for construction such that the design does not conform to 

the criteria and bases stated in the safety analysis report or 

construction permilt 

c. Is there a significant defiaiency in construction of or significant 

damage to a structure. system. or component which will require 

oxteaiiv* evaluation, extensive redesign. or extensive repair to meet 

the c orld and bases .. ted in the safety analysis report or 

construtýof' permit or to otherwise establish the adequacy of the 

structure, system. or component to perform Its intendoI safety 
functioA? 

d. Is there a significAnt deviation from performance sPOecifigtiolc 

which will require extensive evaluation. extensive redesiqn, or 

extensh I repair to ostablin the adequarcy of a Istructure. ;yste. 3r 

componei.t to meet the criteria and bases stated In the safet 

analysis report or construction permit or to othCrwise establiih the 

adequarcy of the structure. system. or component to perfOrm its 

interded safety function? 

4. Part 50.12. Immediate Notification Reciulreents fo- Operating Nuclear 

Power Reactors 

If the Answer to any one question under '"a or "b" is YES. the CAQR 1, to 

be evaluated POTENTIALLY REPORTABLE.  

Reference: r&,. 'ý.72.  

a. One-Ncir Notification Requirements 

I. The declaration of any of the Emrgency Classes speclfied in 

the licenses approved Emergency Plarn.  
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APPENDIX K (Continued) 

II. The Initiation of any nuclear plant shutdomi required by the 

plants Technical Specifications.  

iii. Any deviation from the plant's Technical Specifications 

authorized putsuant to subsection S0.54<0) of this part.  

IV. Any oven L cjnjition during operation that results in the 

condition .' .ne nuclear powcr plant. including Its principal 

safety barriers being seriously degraded or results in the 

nuclear power plant being: 

(1» In ar unanalyzed cor;'tton that signific4ntly 

compromises plant saf 6-y: 

(2) In a condition that Is outside the design basis of the 

plant; or 

(3) In a condition not covered by the plant's operating 
and 

emergency procedures.  

v. Any natural phenomenon or other external condition that poses 

an actual threat to the safety of the nuclear power plant or 

significantly hampers site personnel In the performan.e 
of 

duties necessary for the safe operation of the plant 

vI. Any ovent that results oc should have resulted in emergency 

core cooling system (ECCS) discharge Into the reactor coolant 

system as a result of a valid signal.  

vII. Any even ttat results In a majo. loss of emergency asse' sment 

capability. offtite response capability, or communications 

capability (e.g.. significant portion of control room 

indication, emergency notification system. or offsite 

notification system).  

will. Any event that poses an actual threat to safety of the 

nuclear power plant or significantly hampers site personnel 

in the performance of duties necessary for the safe operation 

of the nuclear power plant including fires. toxic gas 

releases, or radioactive releases.  

b Four-Hour gntification Requirements 

1. Any event, found while the reactor is shutdown, that. had It 

been found while the reactor was in operation. would have 

resulted In the nuclear power plant. including its principal 

safety barrlers. being seriously degraded or being in an 

unanalyzed condition that significantly compromises plant 

.afety.  
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APPENDIX H (Continued) 

II. Any event or condition that results in manual or automat l c 
actuation of any Engineered Safety Feature (ESF). Including 

the Reactor Pvtectilon SyStem (RpS). However. actuation of 
an ESF. Inc'uding the »S. that results from and Is part of 

the preolanne sequence during testing or reactor operation 

need nc .- A reported.  

M. Any event or condition that alone cc"ld have prevented the 

fulfillmert of the safety function 'ructures or systems 

that are needed to: 

(1) shut down the reactor and maintain It In a safe shutdown 

condition, 

(2) reove residual heat.  

11) control the release of radioactive materia, or 

(4) mitigate the consequences of an accident.  

Iv. Any airborne radioactive release that exceeds 2 times the 

applicable concentrations of the limits specified in 

Appendix 8. Table [I of Part 20 in unrestricted 
areas, when 

averaged over a time period of une hour.  

v. Any liquid effluent release that exceeds 2 times 
the limiting 

combined maximum permissi le concentration (MPC) (see Note I 

kf Appendix 6 to Part 20) at the point of entry into the 

rn.'ving water (i.e.. unrestricted area) for all 

radk'uclides except tritium and dissrlved noble qases. when 

#,erag I over a time period of one hour (Imedid 

notifirtions made under this paragraph also sati .y the 

ree ements of paragraphs (A)(2) and (8)(2) of 20 403 of 

Par. 20).  

vi Any event requiring the transport of a radioactively 

contaminated person to an of ite medical facility for 

treatment.  

Vill. Any evznt or situation, related to the health and safety of 

the public or onsite personnel or protection of the enwir 

ment, for which a newi release is planned or notification to 

other government agencies has been or will be made. Such an 

event may Include an onsite fatality or Inadvertent release 

of radioactively contaminated mAterials.  
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APPENLTX N (Continued) 

S. Part 71. Packing of Radioactive Material for Transport 

If the answer to question 'as IS YES, the CAQR is to be evatuated 

POTENTIALLY REPORTABLE.  

Reference: Part 71.61 

A. Does the CAQR Involve a substantial reduction In the effectiveness of 
an in use authorized package? 

6. Licensing Event Reports 

If the answer to any queition Is YES. the CAQR to be evaluated Is 
POTENTIALLY REPORTABLE.  

Reference: Part 50.73 

A 1 The coqietion of any nuclear plant shutdown required by the 

plant's Technical Specification; or 

i1 Any operation or condition prohibited by the plant's 

Technical Specifications; .r 

Ill. Any deviation from the plant's Te-hnical Specification 

authorized pursuant to Part 50.54(N).  

B. Any event that revlted In the condition of the nuclear power plant.  

including Its principal safety barriers, being seriously degraded, or 

that resulted In the nuclear power plant being: 

I. In an unanalyzed condition that significantly compromised 

plant safety; 

ii. In a condition that was outside the design basis of 
the 

pl3nt; or 

iii. In a condition not covered by the plant's operating and 

emergency procedures.  

C. Any natural phenomenon or other external condition that posed ýn 

actual threat to the safety of the nucleer power plant cr 

significantly haspered site personnel in the performance of duties 

necessary for the safe operatlin of the nuclear power 
plant.  

0. Any event or condition that resulted in manual or automatic actuation 

of any Engineered Safety Feature, except that a preplanned sequence 

during testing or reactor operation need not be reported.  
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APPCNOIX N (Continued) 

E. Any event or condition t"at alone could have prevented he 

fulfIllast of the safety function of structurt. or systems that are 

seeded to: 

I. Shot 4n the reactor and maintain It In a safe shutdown 

condli, uon; 

II. ReMowe residual heat: 

iII. Control the releases of radioactive materral: or 

Iv. Mitigate the consequences of an accident.  

F. Events covered In itea - may Include one or more procedural errors.  

equipment failures. o or discovery design, analysis, fabrication.  

construction, and; or procedural inadequacies. However. inlvIdual 

component faIli-es nicd not be -aported if redundant equipment in the 

same system a.ý 3prable and available to poe'orm the required safety 

function.  

G. Any event where a single cause or condition caused at least one 

independent train or channel to become inoperable in multiple systems 

or to Indtpendent trains -r channels to become inoperable in a 

single system design to: 

I. S'iut down the retctor and maintain It In a safe shutdown 

condition; 

Ii. Reowe residual heat; 

III. Control the release of radioactive materlal; r 

iv. Mil'age the consequences of an accident.  

H. 1. Any airborne radioactivity release that exceeded 2 times the 

applicable concentrations of the limits specified In 

Appendix B Table II or Part 20 In unrestricted a'eas when 

averaged over a time period of one hour.  

11. Any liquid effluent release that exceeded 2 times the 

limiting comlned Maximuim Permisslble Conrntritlr, at th' 

point of entry Into the receiving water i.e.. unrestrictcd 

area for all radionuclldes exIept trl»ium and dissolved noble 

gases, when averaged over a t::,% period 1' one hour.  
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rtite COUECTIVE ACMON Io-- 1| w 

APPENIX N (Continud) 

I. Any event that posed an actual threat to the Safety of the nuclear 
plant or significatly hamered site personnel In the performance of 

duties necessary for the safe operation of te uclear powr plant 

Including fires. toxic gas releases cc radloactiv releases.  

J. Each exposure of an Individual tW radiation In COSS Of the 

applicable limits .. Parts 20.101 or 20.104(a) or in the license.  

K. Each exposure of an Individual to radioactive material In excess of 

the aipiicabit limits in Parts 20.103(a)(1). 20.103(a)(2). or 

20.104(b) or in the license.  

L. Levels of radiation or concentrations of radioactive material In a 

restri:ted 4trea in excess of any other appilcable Iimit In the 

license.  

N. Any incident for which notiflcatic" is rtquired by Part 20 403.  

N. Levels of radiation or concentration of radioartive material (whether 

or not involving excessive exposure of any Individual) In an 
unrestricted area in excess of ten times any applicable limit se.  

forth In Part 20 or in thte license.  

7. Part 73.71. Reports of Events Which Significantly Threaten or Lessen the 

Efftct'veness of Safeguards.  

If answers to any parts of "a* or *b* is YES, the CAQR is to be evaluated 

POTENTIALLY REPORTABLE.  

A. Events to be repor t ed with.n one hour of discovery.  

1. Any event in which there Is riason to believe that a person has 

committed or caused, or attemptedl to coswt or cause, ^r has 

made a credible threat to commit or rause: 

a. A theft or unlawful diversion of special nuclear material.  

or 

b. Signification physical damage to any nuclear fuel or spent 

nuclear feel a facility possesses; or 

c. &nterruption of norml operation of a licensed nuclear 

power reactor through the unauthorized use of or tampering 

wit' Its mchinery. components. or controls Including the 

secur't, s;,tefi.  
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oart I / 
NoS?_2.eRev.

rTi* OMECTIVE #T1ON

APPEIIX H (Continued) 

I,. Any fa;lvre of & safeguards system or discovered noninhirent 

%ulnerartilty In a syrtei that could allou unauthorized or 

undetected access to 4 ptotecttd area, material acs t area.  

ConttrOl 1e access atea, vital area, 3V transport for which 

proe- -pensatory measures have not been established. A 

xproper cmgpelsatory wasure for a pti.ular safeguards event 

as used In thez Appendix mans a measure that I1 specified in a 

security or contingency plan 3r security 
;rocedure. If the 

particul,3r safeguard s event is not described In a plan or 

procedure, then a 'proper copensa. ry masure- means a mcasrire 

ttpemented within 10 minutes of an event's 
disovery thl%? 

providesr a level of security essntiallY equivalent to that 

existing before the event.  

III. Any unauthorized entries throur:. a required barrier (whether or 

not the event Is property copensated).  

. Events to be recorded in a safeguards eve. 
t !o within 24 hours and 

iubmitted in a quarterly log.  

I. Any failure of a safeguards system or dlscov-r'r!d vulnerabI I ty 

in a system that could allow unauthorized 
or undetected access 

to a protected area, material access area, controlled acce-v 

area, vital area, or transport for which proper ccmpensatory 

measures have been established.  

il. Any other failure of a safequards system not Included in 

paragraph b. if ther failure deqrades the effect'vencs of tne 

system.
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Part I 
S216 r.46

(rte: CQMECTIVE ACTION

Potetstally 
Reportable: 

lOOKUV 

1 OC121 

10CFR50.72 

1OCFB71 

OCF173.71l 

10CFRS0.73 

10CFR50.55(e)

APPENDIX H (Continued) 

POTENTIAL REPOTABILITY EVALUATION 

If Yes, Spctfy 
Applicable 

Yes Ite Nuber o /A 

I_____ __--

I I_ _

______ 4- - --

Evaluated for 
Rtportability By: 

SLMI 
or 
PORS 
SLM.  
DNLRA (QChatt) 
or POS_____ 

SLM or 
POOS 

SLM or 

PORS 

SLMU or 
DILRA 
(Chatt)

CAOR. __N Evaluator ___________

TVA 7UX (ONP MS)

Date

*~rnr,. 1m

---

----)II-~-- II
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*Part I 

Cte ONKECTIV ACTIONI Noo. 2 16  Rev. 4 

APPENDIX I 

PMCESSING OF PROSLEN RMPOTING DOCUMENT 

1.0 RESPOIISIgLITIES 

1.1 The initiator Is responsible for recordial the Identified CAO on a 

CAQR-PRD fo i.  

1.2 The management reviewer Is responslble for: 

1.2.1 Rviewilng the CACR-PRO form for leg'bll!ty. clarity. and 

copletenerss.  

1.2.2 Reviewlng the CAQR-PRD form to determine If It documents a 

CAQ.  

1.2.3 Oetermlning the organization. if othtr than the Identifying 

organization. responsible for correcting the CAQ (i.e..  

Responsible Organization).  

1.3 The Responsible Organization Is responsible fcr: 

1.3.1 Developing. approving. Implementlng. and verifying the 

Iqlementatlon of the corrective action.  

1.3.2 Specifying the apparent cause of the CAO.  

1.4 CAQ coordinator Is responsible for the following: 

1.4.1 Assigning tHe PRO number and revision level.  

1.4.2 Tracking PROs In TROI.  

1.4.3 Updati:ig TROI. as necessary, to ensure that the database i

accurate and current.  

!.4.4 Distributing the PRD.  

1.4.5 Closin2 the PRD based on completlon of required actions.  

1.4.6 Entering the trend codes Into TROI.  

1.4.7 Reviewing the closed PRO package for completeness and 

submitting It to RIMS as a QA record.  

1.5 NTVA managers are responsible for assuring that CAQs documented on a 

PRO are reviewed, corrected, tracked, and trended.  
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Part I 
S±c. -2.16

Tit: CORRECTIVE ACTION

APPENDIX I (Contlnued) 

5.0 TRENDING OF PROs 

The requlrents for trending PROS shall b andled as required for CARs 

In this procedure.  

6.0 TRANSFER OF RESPOSIPT' ITY FOR POS 

The require.ents for transfrring resporsibilitY for PMs shall be 

handled as required for CAQRs In this procedure.  

7.0 RECOROS 

Tn. closed .-. inc:udlng supporting documentation. 1s a QA record. The 

closed PRO shall have all pages nubered sequentiallY and shall be 

staqed (first page) as a OQA RECObDO, and stored as such In RIMS.
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L1C'TF.D STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO : Those listed

FROM

" -' ~. J r L 

L16 880720 813\8, 

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

880801UO 184 37•,

C. U. Killian. Chief, Quality Systems Branch, LP 4M AOA-C

DATE JUL 2 0 1988 
SUBJECT: STATUS OF CORRECTIVE ACTION RBEPORTS (%CARf). CONDITION ADVERSE TO QUALITY 

RHPORTS (CAQRL). DISCREPANCY REPORTS (DOR). AND DIVISION OF NUCLEAR 

QUALITY ASSURANCE (DEQA) AUDIT DEFICIENCIES ACAINST CHATTANOOGA CENTRAL 

OICE ORGAXIZATIONS - JUBB 1988 

Referonce: Nuclear Quality Assurance Manual (NQA). Part I. Section 2.16.  

"Corrective Action" 

The following summarizes the current status of CABRs. CAQRs, DRs, and ONQA 

audit deficiencies cited against Central Office organizations as of 

July 1. 1988. The details cf the opened and closed conditions adverse to 

quality (CAQs) are on an attached computer printout.

Responsible 
Organi zations 
Nuclear Services (0 
Nuclear Training (0 
Nuclear Enqlneering 
Nuc. Quality Assur.  

Nuclear Personnel 
Nuc Lic L Req Aff.  
Nuclear Staffs (NSR 
Nuc Bus Operations 
POA OP SPT 
Nuclear MaintenAnce 
SON Plant Site*

No. No. No. Averge Age Actions 

CAQs CAQs CANs Months On 

Opened Closed Rmauininq Opc Closed Tii La 

NS) 1 0 29 12.0 - 20 

NT) 4 2 9 2.6 2.0 12 

(OW£) I 0 4 5.0 - 1 

(OWQA) 2 8 9 6.3 4.6 40 

0 1 0 - 58.0 0 

(DOIIRA 0 a 1 1.1 - 10 

a. ECP) 0 0 1 15.0 - 0 

0 1 3 4.3 2.0 3 

0 0 3 14.3 - 0 

Staff 0 1 2 5.0 9.0 1 

- 1 I 16. 0 - 0 

Totals a 13 61 9.3 8.5 48

te 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Il 

0 
1 
0 
0 
0 

16

* Generic CAQ processed by the Quality Syste-ns Branch (QSB).  

ESCALATIONS 

WBA8600141)1 -- The CAQ was escalated to the Manager of Support Operations 

on January 21, 1988. Satisfactory resolution of the issue causing the 

first-level escalation was not reached, and the CAQ was escalated to the 

Director of Nuclear Services on May i6. 1988. Resolution to remove this 

CAQ from escalation status was approved by the Nuclear Quality Audit and 

Evaluation 3ranch on June 24, 1988; subsequently. the CAQ was deescalatcd.  

Ru\ I S .ainii'i Bondi Rh',ulorly on iMe Pazroll .Sa inrji Plan

Open 
Escalations 

1 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
2

I
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